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SURVEY OF LITERACY
SKILLS USED IN DAILY

ACTIVITIES

SURVEY OVERVIEW

Oa behalf of the Natkatal Literscy Secretariat, in
October 19119 Statistics Canada conducted a survey de-
slimed to assess directly the foncdonl mailing, writing
and =meow *ills of Canada's aduk population.

The Survey of Litmacy Skills
Used in Daily Activ-ities consisted of
inurviews administered to individuals
in their homes and involved a setts of
tasks &signed to ext reading, writing
andnurneracy activides commonly en-
countered in daily life in Canada. The
assessment of evesydny literacy :has
was restricted to Canada's official len-
gnaps. Arepresentadvesample dap-
prozimately 9,500 persons aged 16 to
0 attempted some or all of the tasks
desiped to measum their literacy
skills. The sample was pre-selected
from espondents to the monthly Lab-
our Force Swey. Residents of the
Yukon and the Northwest 11arritorke,
members of the ArmedForces,persons
living on Indian reserves and inmates
of ingitutions Isere not included in the
sample. These exclusion account for
appradmately 3% of the Canadian populadcm.

Jag, writing and numeracy skill levels of Canadians
using a substantially Ina sample base than the previ-
ous study.

For the purpose of the survey, literacy was defined
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The Survey of Literacy SUM Used in Daily Activi-
ties builds upon earlier research by the National Assess-
ment of Rdncational Progress (NAEP) in the United
States and on the Southern Literacy Study conducted in
1986. The Southern Literacy Study was the first Can-a dies direct measurement study focussed on the Wu of
the adult functional literacy problem in Canada. The
Survey of Literacy Sldlls Used in Daily Acdvities is in-
tended to provide more detailed information on the read-
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Prom this broad definiticm, skill
levels were defined according to the
abilities required to accomplish a vari-
ety of activities. For reading, the abili-
ties ranged from locating a word or
item in a document (for (xamplik
eating the expiry dre on a driver's li-
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t/ ea:nesting* quesdoonake, involving a small number
of simple adz, designed to Notify individuels with
very Mind limey abilities (doom who Ind very low
literacy abilities were not asbad to wiped to the next
questiormaitek

tio a "maize widowing% combing the majority of the
Hussey tem, aimed at measuring specific reading, writ-
ing and nuniesacy abllhie

The attached preiliminay dam highligAt the reading
skillsofadoliCanadimm. Damon thewiadngandnumeg-
acy skills will be made availabh at the end °flung 1990.
A miwo-dam file allowbg detailed analysis of web-de-
mographic chagacteriadca with the swiped individual
skill levels and scores for each task also will be available
at that time. A full aoalysis of the survey data is sched-
uled for publication in September 1990.

The main °outcome* of the survey is a separate test
score for each respondent forreading, wddng and unmet-
acy. lb aid in the imerpretation of these scores, respon-
dents have been categorized into :Nineveh according to
their performance an dm test. In die case of reading, the
levels sec

Level 1 Canedins a thb level have clinically dealing
with primed materialz They most lardy ides-
dfy themselves as people who cannot mak

Level 2 Canadians at thb levd can use pliant materials
only for limited purposes inch as findhig a fa-
miller wad in a simple tat. They would likely
recognize themselves as having difficuldes with
common reading macula*

Level 3 Canadians at this level an use reading materials
in a variety of situations pgovided the material is
si, clearly laid out and the asks involved
are not too complex. While then people genet-
ally do not see themselves as having 11111* read-
ing difficulties, they tend to avoid situations
requiring reading

Level 4 Canadians at this level meet most everyday
readbg demands. Thb is a large and divas
group which exhibits a wide range of reading
sidlls.

For the purpose uf this report, Canadians at levels 1
and 2 are described as having skills too limited to deal
with everyday reading demands. Canadians at level 4
have reading 'Ws sufficient to meet everyday require-
ments, while those at level 3 have a reading proficiency
enabling them to handle reading demands within a more
limited Tanga

For more detailed infamation, contact

Gilles Montigny (613-951-9731) or
Scott Murray (613-951-9476)
Household Surveys Division

Statistics Canada

or

Um Blather (613453-5283)
National Literacy Secretariat

Departmout of the Secretary of State of Canada



HIGHLIGHTS
The majority (62%) of the Canadian adult popula-
tion aged 16 to69 havereading abilides Wages& to
deal with most everyday reading tequirements (level
4). Their skills are adequate to enable them to ac-
quire further imowledge using written mawial (see
table 1).

The reading skills of 16% (2.9 edition) of Canada's
adults am too limited to allow.them to deal with the
mnfority o: written material encountered in every-day.life. '.711, Frontage includes individuals
wiom abilities ai iassified at levels 1 (5%) and 2
(9%) and persons who did not attempt the test be-
cause they reported having no abilities ie English or
Preach (2%).

Of the 2% (320,000) of Canada's adalt population
reported having no skills in either d cantata's offi-
cial Imiguages, the great majority (3 out of 4) are
women over 35 years of age and 71% of them live
in Ontario.

fa A further 22% (4.0 million) of Canadian adults can
use reading materials to carry out simple reading
tasks within familiar contexts with messiah theme
clearly laid out (level 3). However, this stoup does
not have sufficient skills to cope with mom complex
reading contexts.

High school completion is key to everyday reading
ddlis

Sixty peavest of Canadians with elementary school-
ing only or without any schooling whatsoever have
very limited reading skills and have difficulty with
written materials (levels 1 and 2). Only 12% of Ca-
nadians with Mat level of educed= can meet most
everyday reading requirements (level 4) (see table

Sixteen percent of Cso.14l.lIt with some secondary
schooling ars at the lowest two levels while 48%
have the skills necessary m deal with common read-
ing requiremenu (level 4).

Secondary school compktion shows a strong rela-
tionship to everyday reading skills. Only 8% of Ca-
nadians with high school completion are at levels 1
and 2, while 70% have skills that permit them to
meet daily demands (level 4).

Few Canadians with post-secondary training have
low levels of reading proficiency (levels 1 and 2).
The great mejority of Canadians who attended tmi-

varsity (89% at level 4) or community college (111%
at level 4) have reading skills sufficient to meet ev-
eryday situations. This percentage increases to 93%
for university graduates with a Bachelors degree or
above told to 84% for community college graduates
with a diplcana or certificate.

The strong relationship between educational ansin-
meet and literacy proficiency is illustrated through a
comparison of the performance of those who took
the test in English and French. While there was no
significant differences amongst the 1644 year olds,
because a higher percentage of the older Canadians
who took the test English completed high school,
fewer adults wbo took the test in English were cate-
gorized at the two lowest reading skill levels (13%
vs IS% see table 3).

Almost 30% of adults born outside Canada have
limited everyday reading skills in either English tn.
French

Differences in literacy perfonnance levels between
immigrants and Canadian born respondents (see
table 4) can be attributed to a number of factors in-
cluding level of °chit:Wan, mother tongue and famil-
iarity with English or French.

The more recent immigrants exhibited lower levels
of English old French literacy proficency than those
who had been in Canada longer. For those who had
migrated to Canada during the past decade (19110-
119),40% have limited reading skilb (levels 1 and 2)
compared to 20% for the period 1970-79.

Reading skills of Canadians highest in West

Eastern Canada shows the highest proportions of
adults with low literacy skills (see table 1). New-
foundland, with almost a quarter of its 46dt popula-
tion at levels 1 and 2 and 36% at level 3, registers
ths lowest estimated reading skill levels in Canada.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebec have sim-
ilar reading skill profiles with between 15 and 20%
of their adult population at levels 1 and 2 and close
to 57 st level 4.

Ontario and Manitoba results indicate that 62% and
65% of their adult population have level 4 reeding
skills while Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Co-
lumbia have the highest percentages at that Intl at
69% and above.

- 3



Men and women show the mme reading abilities

The everyday reading skUl profiles for men and
women are essentially the same (see table 5).

Higher everyday reading skills ibund among
younger Canadians

Close to three Canadians out of four aged 16-34
possess reading abilities sufficient to deal with most
written material encountered daily (level 4). Among
the 55-69 year olu population the proportion is only
one in three (see table 6).

With regard to lower reading skill levels, only 6% of
the youngest adults (16-24) me at levels 1 and 2

while among the 55-69 age group, these categories
comprise 36%.

Surprisingly, almost a quarter of the youngest adults
(16-24) have abilides at level 3. This could he at-
tributed, in pan, to their lack of exposure to the vari-
ety of documents encountesed everyday.

Higher Income associated with higher reading
skills

In general, Canadians exhibiting greater reading
abilities have a higher proportitm of above average
incomes. Flity-four percent of the Canadians with
no income or a reported income of less than $10,000
are at level 4 reading while this pementage jumps to
82% fm those with incomes of $40,000 ar higher
(see table 7).

- 4
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lade 1 Percentage disisibutin of ponces aged 16.0 by reading skill levels, Canada and

(Notec Persona who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages me included in Level 1)

Population
(thousands)

Reardng Skilb

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Camila 18,024 7% 9% 22%

Atlantic 1,546 6% 13% 30%
Newlin:Wand 384 7% 17% 36%
Rime lidwaid Island 85 (1) (1) (1)
Nova Scotia 594 3% (Q) 10% 28%
New Bum:wick 483 6% 12% 26%

Quebec 4,721 6% 13% 25%
Onto& 6,689 9% 8% 21%

Pakies 2,984 4% 7% 19%

Meads 703 5% (Q) 7% (Q) 23%
Saskatchewan 632 3% (Q) 5% (Q) 19%

Mesta 1,649 4% 7% (Q) 17%

British Columbia 2,084 5% 7% 19%

Sows: Swvey cf Literary Stills Used in Daily Activities, Stadsks Canada, 1989.

Level 4

62%

52%
39%
(1)
sr*
56%
57%
12%
703
65%
72%
71%
6C%

,11=NIMMIOW=MIl

Level 1 Canadians at this level have diffkulty death* with pined materials. They mom lfinly identify themselves as people
who cannot read.

Level 2 Canadiens m this level cm um pdnied =aids only for limited pinposes sod as finding a funnier weed in a simple
me. They would likely rtoognize thenuelvee as honing difficulties with common reading maimials.

Level 3 Condon at this level coo me reading medals in a vaitay of Maack=provided the material is simple, dimly lakl
out mid the tasks involved me not too complex. While them people genially do not see themselves m having =dor
=din difficulties, they end to avoid situation mrptiring ending.

Lewd 4 Canadisns at this level meet most everyday reading demands. This is a large and divene group which exhitits a
wide mos of readbg skills.

(1) The sampling variability emaciated with this estimate is too high fix the estimate to he released.

(Q) nen sre cautioned do the sampling variability associated with this estimate is high.
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lisb le 2 Percentage dIstribatitm of Canadian adults aged 16.69 by highest lewd of schooling showing reading skill

level, Canada.

(Note: Excludes persons who reposted having no skills in either of Canada's official languages)

Population
(*amide)

Reading Skills

Level 1 Level 2

11=11
Level 3 Level 4

Caned.* 17,705 5% 10% 22% 63%

No sckeling at elementey 1$18 27% 33% 73% 12% (Q)

Some secondary 4,427 3% (Q) 13% 35% 48%

Snoods:I completed 4,181 (1) 6% (Q) 72% 70%

Trade School 1,133 (1) (1) 25% (Q) 63%

Community Cones: 2,458 (1) (1) 15% (Q) 81%

University 3,456 (1) (1) 8% (Q) 89%

Some: Survey of Litauq Mk Used in Daily Aesivides, Staisics Canada, 1989.

Level I Canadians m this level have difficulty dealing with printed materials. They most tardy identify themselves as people

who anus read.

Lewd 2 Canadians a this level can use printed mouth& only for limfted purposes Inch as finding a familiar word in a simple

ten They would likely record= themselves ashaving difficulties with common reading matesials.

Levd 3 Canadians a this level can use reeding materials in a varietyof limed= provided the material is simple, cleady kid
out and the tasks involved are not too complex. While these people generally do not see themselves as having major

reading difficulties, day lend to void aikidos mouiring reading.

Leve14 Canadians at this level mem most everyday reeding demands. Ms is a large and diverse group which exhibits a

wide range of reading skft

ibtal includes 'Not Stated* level of schooling.

(1) The sampling variability smocked with thia estimate is too high far the estimate to be released.

(Q) Users are cautioned Mat the sampling variability associmed with this estimate is high.

6
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MI* 3 - Percentage distribudon of Canadian adults apd 16-69 by reading skill levels skewing the lumping!,
to complete the tails, Canada.

(Note Excludes perms who reported having no stiffs in either of Canada's official languages)

Population
(thommis)

Reading SIMI

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Levd 4

Canada total 17,705 5% 10% 22% 63%

English tem 13,372 5% 8% 22% 65%

French test 4,333 4% (Q) 14% 25% 57%

Bern in Caulk 141522 3% 9% 22% 66%

English tem 10,438 2% (Q) 7% 21% 70%

Reach teu 4,085 4% (Q) 13% 25% 57%

Same: Survey of Literacy Mils Used in Daily Activities, Statistics Canada, 1989.

Level 1 Canadians dds level have difficulty dealing with printed materials. They most likely idendfy themselves as people
who ems mad.

Level 2 Canadian at this lovelorn um filmed materials au'l ter limited puma such as iintling a familiar wed in a simple
eszt. They would likely umpire themselves as being difficulties with MIMI reading materials.

Lod 3 Canadian m thb level can ens needing meted& in a variety of *maim provided the materiel is simple, eblarly laid
out and the tasks involved are not too complea. While these people generally do not see themselves as having major
medial Maddest they tend to add mituaticos requiring wading.

Level 4 Camden at this level meet mom everyday reading demands. This is a large and diverse group which exhibits a
wide rage Melding ddlia

(Q) Um" ine cautioned thst die simpling variability raddled with this estimate is Ugh.

- 7 -



Mtge 4 Percentage distrbatiosofadalte born la Canada sad of adults bora outside Canada aged 1649 by read-
ing skill levels, Canada.

(Notts Excludes persons who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages)

Popnladon
(thaw:nab)

Reading Skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

'Mar 17,705 5% 10% am 63%

Born in Canada 14,522 3% 9% 22% 66%

Immigrants 3,177 14% (Q) 14% (Q) 24% 48%

Saws: Swim cf Listracy Skills Used ks Daily Activities, Statistics Canada, 1989.

Level 1 Canadians at this level have difficulty dealing with printed messiah. They mom likely identify themaelves ispeople

who cannot lead.

Level 2 Canadians at this level can use =tigrish only far limited pmposes such as finding a bother word in a simple
text They would lly themsehes as having difficulties with =mon grading materials.

Level 3 Canadians et this level can um reeding MIMI& in a variety of _Amiens tiovided the material is simple, clearly laid
out and the mks involved are not too complex. While them people genetally do not me themselves as having mtre
reading difficulties, they Med to amid situations requithig leading.

Level 4 Canedians at this levd met mom everyday reeding damn& This is a Inge and diverse group which exhibits a

wide range draft ald1b.

lbtal includes Not Smarr country of origin

Usets am cautioned that the sampling variability associated with this estimate is high.

8
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Dale S Percentage distribadon dads& Canadians aged 16.69 by nu showing reading skill levek.
Cetober 19S9, Canada

(Neter Excludes pawns who reported havrag no skills in either of Canada's official languages)

Popnladon
(thonsands)

Reading Skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Canada 17,705 5% 10% US, 63%

Males 8.1112 5% 9% 23% 63%

Females 8.893 5% 10% 22% 63%

Seam Sunvy of 1.4Novey Mils Used In Doily *abides, Stailaks Canada.

Lewd 1 Canadians a this level have difikulty dealing with printed materials. They mom likely identify themselves so people
who aumot read.

Levd 2 Canadians at this level can use
smt. They would likely

medals only for limited purposes such as finding a familiar wad in a simple
themselves as having difficulties with common reading materials.

Level 3 Canadians at Ns level can use reading modals in a variety dalmatians provkled the material is simpkt, dearly laid
out and the tasks involved me not mo complex. While these people generally do not see themselves as having major
=ling difficulties, they tend to avoid situation requiring reading.

Level 4 Cannthras at this level meet mom evmday reading demands. Ibis is a large and divan poup which exhibits a
wide mop ofmeding



'Ms 6 Percentage distribution ot Canadian adults aged 1649 by age groups showing reading skill level,
Canada.

(Notes Excludes penons who repined having no skilb in either of Canada's official languages)

Popsiatbn
(thousands)

Reading Skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Canada 17,705 5% 10% 22% 63%

16-24 yeam 3,469 1% (Q) 5% 23% 71%

25-34 years 4,554 2% (Q) 5% 17% 76%

35-54 years 6.484 4% 10% 23% 63%
5549 years 3.198 15% 21% 29% 36%

Soiree: Slimy cf Literacy Milk Used la Doily Acthfides, Stodsdes Conada,1989.

Leven Canadians st this level have difficulty dading with printed materials. They most likely identify themselves as people
who canncx real.

Level 2 Cansdians at this level can use printed materials only for limited moms such as finding a familiar word in a simple
text. They would likely recognize themselves as having difficulties with common reading materials.

Level 3 Camila= st this level am use reading materials in a variety of situations provided the material is simple, clearly kid
out and the hake involved are not too complex. While these people generally do not see themselves as having major
reading difficulties, they tend to avoid shadow requiring reading.

Level 4 Canadians at this level meet most everyday marling demands. This is a large and diverse group which exhibits a
wide range dread* skills.

Users are cautioned that the swifts veriability associated with this esdmass is high.
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Mb le 7 - Peresatap distributioa of Canadian adults aged 1649 by 1908individual Income from all sources show-
lag readlag akin level, Canada.

(Plean Excludes perms who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages)

Population
(thalami's)

Reading Skills

Level 1 Levid 2 Level 3 Level 4

Canada* 17,705 5% 10% 22% 63%

Lem than $10,000
(Jacketing no income) 5*16 7% 12% 26% 54%

$10,000 - $19,999 3,678 5% (Q) 13% 73% 59%

020,000 - $39999 5,262 (1) 7% (Q) 22% 69%

$40,000 or more 2,435 (1) (1) 13% (Q) 82%

Sows: Survey of Literacy =Is Used in Daily Acttvides, Statisfies Canada, 1989.

Level 1 - Canadians a this level have difficulty dealing with printed materials. They most likely identify themselves as people

who canoot read.

Level 2 - Canadians a this level can use pdmed materials only fix limited purposes each as finding a familiar wad in a aim*
text They would likely recognize themselves as having difficuldes with common reading materials.

Level 3 - Canadians a this level am use reading marl& in a variety el situadats provided the material is simple. deady laid

out and the tab involved ate mono centplex. While these people generally do not see themselves as having major

man difficulties, they tend to avoid Madan regaling reading.

Level 4 Canadian at this level meet moat everyday reading demands. This is a lage and diverse group which exhibits a
wide range of :Whig skille.

Thal includes 14ot Sated" biome.

(1) 'The sampling variability amociated with this estimate is too high far the asthma tobe released.

(Q) Usen se =Wooed that the =piing viriability associated with this estimate is high.
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The attached data highlight the numeracy skills of
adult Canadians. Dam on the reading skills a/Canadian
were released May 30, 1990 while information on the
writing skills will be available at a leer date. A micro-
data Me of she survey results is also presendy available.
The micro-data file contains the socio-demographk char-
aCterilitiC3 collected from each respondent as well as the
amigned individual skill levels for reading and numeracy
and the individual scores for each task. The present
micro-data file does not include as yet *3 assigned writ-
ing skill levels and the scores for the writing tub but the
file will be updamd at no extra cos as soon as this infer'
mein is available.

The main *outcome of the literacy survey is a seve-
ns tut scme for each respondent for reading, writing
and numency. lb aid in the intmpretation of these
3COM% respondents have barn categorised into skill lev-
els according to their performance on the test. In the case
of numeracy, the levels ma

Level 1 - Canadians at this level have very limited minter-
acy abes which enable them to, at mos, lo-
cate and recognize numbers in isolsion or in a
ShOlt D3XL

Level 2 - Canadians at this level can deal with material re-
quiring them to perfmm a simple numerical op-
oration such as an addition and subtracden.

Level 3 - Canadians at this level can deal with matedal m-
quiring them to pedant simple sequences of nu-
merical operations which enable them to meet
uKut everydEly &mind&

For more detailed informadon, contact

Gilles Montigny (613-951-9731)
licesehold Surveys Division

or

Karen Kelly (613-951-4594)
Social Survey Methods Division

Statistics Canada

or

National Literacy Seattlifat (819-953-5283)
Department of the Secretary of State



HIGHLIGHTS - NUMERACY SKILLS OF
CANADIANS

The majaity (62%) of Canada's adult population
(aged 16-69) have numeracy skills sufficient to han-
dle the immesh:al tasks =malty encountered in
every day life. These skills astable them to deal with
printed mataial requiring a simple sequence of nu-
merical operations (level 3). Skills at this level me
adequate to meet the numeracy requirements of
most everyday documents and forms (see table 1).

Twenty four percent (4.2 million) of Canadian
&hilts do not poems the necessary skills to meet
most evesyday =many requirements but can deal
with commonly encountered documents and forms
requiring them to perform a simple nnmerical opera-
tion such as so addition or a mdttramion (level 2).

An addidonal 14% (2.4 million) of Canadian adults
have limited numeracy skills (level 1). These skills
enable them to, at most, locate and recognize num-
b= in isolation or in a short text. Their edits do
not permit them to perform numerical operations
cansistendy.

The numeracy skills ci an estimated 5% of the total
Canadian adult population (some 820,000 adults)
were not assessed and hence are not included in this
distribution. Of these, approximately 320,000
adults reported having no skills in either of Canada's
official languages and, therefore, did not attempt the
test A further 500,000 Woks were not asked to take
the main test, which contained the numeracy items,
due to their limited reading skills in English or
French. The reeding Mils of this subgroup would
likely limit their ability to understand the informa-
tion needed to carry an the numeracy tasks.

Numeracy *lib closely linked to level of schooling

As with reading skills, nurrimacy tddlls are closely
linked to the level of schooling (see table 2).

Almost half (46%) of Canada's adults who reported
having either no schooling, a elementary schooling
only, had very limited numeracy 'Ms (level 1 abili-
ties which enable them to, at most, locate and recog-
nize numbers).

Sixty four percent of Canadians whose highest level
of schooling is secondary school completion were
categorized at numeracy level 3 (abilities enabling
them to meet most daily requirements). In compari-

son, only 47% of those who started but did not com-
plete their secondary schooling were classified at
dm level.

Eighty three patent of adult Canadians who at-
tended university were assessed as having skills en-
abling them to meet most everyday numeracy
drakinds (level 3).

Functional numeracy skills clwely associated with
functional reading skills

The reading skills of Canadians (described in a re-
port released cm May 30) were rated from level I
(vecy limited) to level 4 (sufficient to meet most ev-
eryday reading requirements). Eighty two percent
of Canadians with reading skills sufficient to meet
most everyday demands (reading level 4) also keys
numaacy sldlls sufficient to meet these demands
(numeracy level 3).

Canadian adIdts with limited reading skills predomi-
nantly have weak numeracy skills (see table 3).
Ninety seven percent of Canadians who have diffi-
culty dealing with printed material (reading level I)
have numeracy skills that enable them to, at most,
locate numbers in isolation or in a short teat (numa-
acy level 1). Sixty eight percent of level 2 readers
(those with limited skills such as finding a familiar
word in a simple text) have only level 1 numeracy
skills.

Only I out of 3 Canadians with reading skills at
level 3 (those who can use reading material pro-
vided it is simple, clearly laid out and the task in-
volved is not too complex) have numeracy skills
sufficient to meet most everyday demands (numer-
acy level 3).

Close to 1 in 5 adults born outside Canada have very
limited evayday numeracy skills. Differences in
literacy performance levels between immigrants and
Canadian born respcmdents (see table 4) can be at-
tributed to a number of factors including level of
schooling, mother tongue and familiarity with En-
glish or French documents. Sixty three percent of
adults born in Canada ware categorized at level 3
Oevel which enables them to meet most everyday
demands) compared to 57% for those bom outside
Canada.



The more recent immigrants exhibited lovier levels
of numeracy proficiency than these who had been in
Canada hmger. For duos who had migrated co Can-
ada during the past decade (198049), 34% have
skills sufficient to meet everyday numeracy de-
mands (level 3) compared to 58% for the period
1970-79.

Functional numeracy AIM of Canadians highest
ht West

Ontario and the four western provinces have over
60% of their adult population with numeraL, sells
that enable them to meet most everyday demands
(level 3). The highest percentages at that level wme
observe. in Alberta (72%) and British Columbia
(7n).

The highest percentages of Canadians with limited
functional numeracy skills (level 1) are found in the
Atlantic provinces (21%). Quebec also had a per-

centage in this category (19%) which is above the
national average (14%) (see table 1).

Highest functional numeracy skills fbund among
respcmdads 25-34 years of age

Numeracy skills were strongest among adults in the
age group 25-34 with 69% of them at level 3 (see
table 5).

Fourteen percent of Canada's young adatta (16-24)
have very limited numesszy abilities (level 1) awl a
further 30% of them have level 2 skills allowing
them to deal with material requiring them to per-
form a simple numerical operation. Less exposure
to everyday printed material by young adults may, in
part, explain differences between this age group and
the 25-34 year olds.

Forty seven percent of Canadians aged 55-69 have
numeracy skills sufficient to meet everyday names-
acy demands.



Table 1 - Percentage distribution al pains aged 1649 by numeracy skill levels, Canada and provinces.

(Note Excludes persons who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages and persons
whose =Mktg skills were too limited to undertake the main test items)

Population
(emends)

Numeracy skills

Level 1 Level 2 Levd 3

Canada 17,206 14% 24% 62%

Atlantic 1,497 25% 26% 52%
Newfoundland 369 29% 26% 45%
Prince Edward Island 79 (1) (1) (1)
Nova Scoda 581 21% 23% 56%

New Brunswick 468 22% 24% 54%

Quebec 4,577 19% 27% 54%

Ontario 6228 11% 25% 64%

Prairies 2,888 10% 22% 68%

Manitoba 678 13% (Q) 26% 61%

Saskatchewan 620 9% (Q) 26% 66%

Albans 1,589 8% (Q) 20% 72%

British Columbia 2,015 9% 22% 69%

Some: Survey of Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activities, Statistics Cauada, 1989.

Level 1 - Canadians at this level have very limited numeracy abilities which enable them to, at most, locate and recognize
numbers in isolation or in short texts.

Level 2 - Canadian; at this level can deal with material requiring them to perform a simple numerical opesation such as an ad-

ditkm or subnaction,.

Levd 3 - Canadians at this level can deal with mataial 'Nuking them to pedant simple sequences of numerical operatioos
which enable them to meet most evayday demands.

(1) The =sapling variability associated with this estimate is too high for the estimate to be released.

(Q) Users are cautioned that the sampling variability associated with this estimate is high.



Male - Percentage distribution of CaMidiall adults aged 16-69 by highest level of schooling showing numeracy
skill level, Canada.

(Note: Bacludts persons who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages and persons
whose reading skills wen too limited to undertake the main test items)

Populadon
(thousands)

Numeracy skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Canada 17,206 14% 24% 62%

No schooling or
elementay only

1.518 46% 32% (Q) 2294Q)

Some secondary 4,363 20% 33% 47%

&comfit), completed 4,123 10% (Q) 26% 64%

Made school 1,095 (1) 23% (Q) 65%

Community College 2,446 (1) 19% 76%

University 30451 (1) 14% (Q) 83%

Source Survey of Literacy Sldlis Used in Daily Aaivilies, Statistics Castada, 1989.

Level 1 - Canadians at this level have very limited numeracy abilities which enable them to, at most, locate and recognize
numbers in isolation or in short texts.

Level 2 - Canadians at this level can &al with material requking them to pest= a simple nnmerkal operation such as an ad-
don or obtraction.

Level 3 - Canadians at this level can deal with material sequiring them to pad= simple sequences of numerical operations
which enable them to meet most everyday demand&

7btal includes *Not Stated" level of schooling.

(Q) Users are cautioned dat the sampling variability associated with this estimate is high.

(1) The sampling variability associated with this estimate is too high for the aft= to be released.
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Mtge 3 - Percentage distribution of Canada's adult population 1140 1649 by reading skill levels showing the
numeracy skill levels, Canada.

(Note: Excludes persons who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages and persons
whose reading skills were too lhnited to undertake the main test items)

Population
(*amends)

Numeracy skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Laved 1 364 97% (Q) (1) (1)

Level 2 1,698 68% 28% (Q) (1)

Levd 3 3,980 18% 48% 34%

Level 4 11,163 1% (Q) 16% 82%

Somme Survey o f Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activities, Statistics Canada, 1989.

Numeracy

Level 1 - Omedians at this level have very limited numeracy abilities which enable them to, at mos, locate apti recognize
nimbus in isolation or in short tems.

Lewd 2 - Canadians at this level an deal with material requiring them to pelf= a simple numerical operation such as ar ad-

dition or subtmetion.

Level 3 - Canadians at this level can deal with material requfring them et pad= size* sequences of numerical operations
which enable than to meet most evayday demands.

Reading

Lewd 1 Omedians at this level have difficulty dealing whh printed materials. They most *ply identify themselves as people
who m= read.

Level 2 - Canadians at this level can use printed materials only for limited moms such as Wag a &miner wad in a simple
text. They would likely recognize themselves as haviegdifficulties with amnion reading ratterials.

lavd 3 - Canadians at this level can use reading modals in a vatiety of situations provided the material is simple, clearly laid
out and the tasks involved am not too complex. While these people generallydo not see themselves as having =Or
reading difficulties, they tend to avoid aimed= requhing reading.

Level 4 - Canadians at this level meet most evesTday reading e-mands. This is a lame and diverse group which exhibits a
wide tango of reading skills.

(Q) T Isms are cautioned that the sampling variability aseociated with this estimate is high.

(1) The sampling variability associated with this estimate is too high for the estimate to be released.



Table 4 - Percentage distribution of adults born in Canada and of adults born outside Canada aged 16-69 by nu-
meracy skill levels, Canada.

(Notc Excludes persons who reported having no skills in either of Canada's official languages and perms
whose reading skills were too limited to undertske the main test items)

Population
(thousands)

mEMPIP.M.M1111111,'

Numeracy skills

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Canada 17,206 14% 24% 62%

Born in Canada 14,333 13% 24% 63%

Born outside Canada 2,867 17% (Q) 26% (Q) 57%

Source: Survey cf Literacy Skills Used in Deily Aedvides, Sualsks aillaida, 1989.

Level 1 - Canadians at this level have very limited numeracy abilities which enable them to, at most, locate and recognize
minibus in isolation or in dant teats.

Levei 2 - Canadians at this level can deal with material requiring them to perform a simple numerical operatice such as an ad-
dition ar obi:ma'am.

Level 3 - Canadians at this level can deal with material requiring them to perform simple sequences of numerical operations
which enable them to meet most everyday demands.

ibal incbdes Not Stated° comity of birth.

(Q) Usws are cautioned that the sampling variability associated with this estimate is high.
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'Bible S - Percentege distribstion of Canadian adults aged 16-69 hy age group showing numeracy skill levels,
Canada.

(Notc Excludes persons who reponed having no skills in eitherof Canada's official languages and persons
whom reading *Ws sue too limited to undertake the main test items)

Populadon
(thonainds)

Numeracy *Ills

Leve 1 Level 2 Level 3

Canada 17,206 14% 25% 62%

16 - 24 yens 3,462 14% 30% 56%

25 - 34 years 4,511 9% 22% 69%

35 - 54 years 6,307 13% 21% 66%

55 - 69 years 2.926 24% 29% 47%

Source: Swvey of Literacy Skilk Used in Ddly Acsivitks, Statisiks Canada, 1989.

Level 1 - Canadians at this level have very limited numeracy abilities which enable them to, at mon, Woe
numbers in isolation or in short tem

Level 2 - Canadians at this level can deal with material requiring them to perfann a simple munerical operation such as an ad-

ditinn or subtoction.

Level 3 - Canadians at this level can deed with medal requiring them to perk= simple sequences of numerical opaarams
which enable them to meet most evaydsy demands.
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SURVEY OF LITERACY
SKILLS USED IN DAILY

ACTIVITIES

SURVEY OVERVIEW

On behalf of the National Literacy Secretariat, in
October 1989 Statistics Canada conducted a survey de-
signed to directly assess the functional reading, writing
and numeracy skills of Canada's adult population.

The Survey of Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activi-
ties consisted of interviews adminis-
tered to individuals in their homes and
involved a series of tasks designed to
test reading, writing and numeracy
abilities with respect to activities com-
monly encountered in daily life in
Canada. The assessment of everyday
literacy skills was restricted to
Canada's official languages. A repre-
sentative sample of approximately
9,5(X) persons aged 16 to 69 attempted
some or all of the tasks designed to
measure their literacy skills.

For the purpose of the survey, literacy
was defmed as:

The information processing skills
necessary to use the printed mate-
rial commonly encounterd at
work, at home and in the commu-
nity.

very low abilities were not asked to respond to the
next questionnaire);

a "main" questionnaire, comprising the majority of
the literacy test, aimed at measuring specific read-
ing, writing and numeracy abilities.

Functional writing skills of Cana-
dians were assessed through the use
of two writing tasks. One involved
the writing of a simple message to a
household member asking them to
turn on the oven. This task required
that three specific pieces of informa-
tion be included, namely, turn the
oven on, to a temperature of 450 'F
(230 'C) at 5:30 p.m.. The second
task required respondents to write a
letter to a company requesting the re-
pair of an appliance still under war-
ranty. The following information was
to be included: nature of the problem,
sender's address, date and place of
purchase.

INTERNATIONAL.

111/ jbl
INTERNATIONALE DE
L'ALPHABETISATION

The survey employed three questionnaire:lc

a set of "background" questions which gathered in-
formation on an individual's socio-demographic
characteristics as well as perceived literacy skills
and needs:

a "screening" questionnaire, involving asmall num-
ber of simple tasks, designed to identify individuals
with very limited literacy abilities (those who had

As the measurement of writing
skills in a household survey context is
experimental, readers are advised to

recognize the following points in the interpretation and
use made of the results. While writing may not be an
everyday activity for many Canadians, the two tasks
chosen do reflect typical situations in which writing
would be required. In both cases, respondents were
asked to read instructions describing the situation and
then to write text conforming to specific content require-
ments. As noted above, the emphasis in this assessment
was on functional writing. As a result, the tasks were
scored in terms of information conteat only. Spelling,
grammar and style were not considered.

11.1 =Ms Statis5que

2 4.
Canada!



In a survey context, writing tasks are particularly de-
manding and time-consuming adding considerably to re-
spondent burden and fatigue. Thus, although it was felt
important to report on the writing skills of Canadians,
only two measurement tasks could be included in the na-
tional survey.

For the reading and numeracy components (released
in the spring and summer of 1990), results were presentee
in a generalized manner using skill levels. The number
of items included to measure writing skills restricted the
ability to make this type of generalization for the writing
component. Rather, results have been summarized to re-
flect performance on the individuai writing tasks.

Eighty-eight percent (14 million) of Canadian adults
were able to write a simple message (note to turn on
the oven) containing all the specifically requested
information.

Sixty-two percent (9.9 million) of Canada's adult
population (aged 16-69) were able to write a letter
requesting the repair of an appliance. The letters
written by 47% included all the information speci-
fied by the manufacturer while those written by the
other 15% partially met the specified content re-
quirements. The letters written by this latter group
included enough information such that the appliance
would probably be repaired and returned to them but
some of the information requested by the manufac-
turer was omitted.

The writing skills of an estimated 11% of the Cana-
dian adult population (some 2 million adults) are not
included in these results. Of these:

approximately 320,000 adults reported having
no skills in either of Canada 's official languages
and therefore, did not attempt the test.

500.000 adults were not asked to take the main
test, which contained the writing items, due to
their limited reading skills in English or French.

approximately 1.2 million adults refused to
complete one or both of the writing tasks.

Those interested in doing further analysis of the writ-
ing results may purchase the micro-data file for the sur-
vey which is currently available. For more detailed
information. contact:

Gilles Montigny (613-951-9731)
Household Surveys Division

or

Karen Kelly (613-951-4594)
Social Survey Methods Division

Statistics Canada
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